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ABSTRACT 

 “Beatbox Flute” is a contemporary technique in which a performer creates complex 

polyphonic percussive effects while playing the flute. Developed in the early 2000s, it has only 

recently begun to gain widespread acceptance. The current popularity of beatboxing on the flute, 

especially with the younger generation, can prove to be an effective vehicle for delivering a 

variety of pedagogical concepts, including support, breathing, rhythm, tone, and compound 

melodies. In the flute choir setting, it is also a wonderful way to provide interest in an ensemble 

that is traditionally viewed as old fashioned or “boring” to a younger generation. 

 This document begins with an examination of vocal beatboxing and its transference to 

flute. Non-lexical vocables and onomatopoeic percussive syllables have long been used in many 

different musical cultural traditions. Vocal beatboxing expands on these effects by deliberately 

masking vocal cues and more closely imitates the effects of electronic drum machines (or beat 

boxes). The use of percussive articulatory effects in flute music is not a new phenomenon, 

compositions featuring similar techniques have existed for decades. The style of playing that has 

come to be called beatbox flute has taken these earlier procedures and added to them with the 

inclusion of bass drum effects and inhaled sounds. Important pioneers in developing the field of 

beatbox Flute include Tim Barsky and Greg Pattillo; their specific contributions and innovations 

are discussed throughout this text.  

 The current notated repertoire for beatbox flute is sparse. Background information of the 

available repertoire and a brief description of these works are discussed in chapter two. 

Compositions/arrangements examined include those by Randall Woolf, Greg Pattillo, Project 

Trio, Dirko Juchem, Andrea La Rose, Tilmann Denhard, and the author. In an effort to increase 

the number of compositions that feature beatbox flute, the appendix includes two new works: an 

arrangement of Joseph Bodin de Boismortier’s Solo Suite no. 5, mov. 4 for solo beatbox flute, 



xi 

 

and Camille Saint-Saëns Dance Bacchanale from the opera Samson et Dalila for beatbox flute 

choir.  

 Chapter three focuses on the different beatbox flute techniques and attempts to provide an 

exact phonetic transcription of all effects currently used in the repertoire. The effects are grouped 

by the category of instrument that they are intended to represent and each effect is described in 

detailed prose and is compared to similar effects. All effects are presented in International 

Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) shorthand and recorded examples are included.  

 As with many extended techniques, there is not a standard way to notate beatbox effects 

in music. Chapter four compares the different notational systems currently in use by composers 

of vocal beatbox and flute beatbox works. A compilation of all effects currently in use by 

different composers/arrangers and their differing notational short-hands is also included. 

 The potential pedagogical uses of beatbox flute within the collegiate curriculum are 

discussed in chapter five.  Increased kinesthetic awareness and increased focus and concentration 

are emphasized. It can be used to strengthen rhythmic stability and as a solmization system can 

provide a fun and engaging experience for today’s students. When applied to earlier music, 

beatbox effects can amplify (or reshape) important concepts such as compound melodies or 

metric hierarchy. Finally, its use within the flute choir setting can serve as a tool for audience 

development and to provide contrast to the homogeneity of the traditional ensemble.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Beatboxing: The art of producing drum beats, rhythm, and 

musical sounds using one's mouth, lips, tongue, voice, nasal 

passage and throat.
1
 

 

Beatbox Flute: The application of vocal beatbox techniques to the 

Boehm flute. 

 

 Though it is impossible to ultimately define the originator of the technique of beatbox 

flute, the application of jazz influenced “comping” and drum sounds first began to appear in the 

early 2000s, eventually coming to widespread popularity via the YouTube videos of Greg 

Pattillo in 2007.
2
 My own interest in the technique began in 2011, with an arrangement I 

completed for the Florida State University’s Flute Choir: Smooth Criminal by Michael Jackson. I 

was inspired by the videos of Greg Pattillo and sought to include the technique in the 

arrangement. I immediately became aware of the lack of notated music featuring beatbox flute 

that could serve as a model for my own arrangement (at the time the only work that was widely 

available to the public was Greg Pattillo’s Three Beats for Beatbox Flute). After much trial and 

error, my first arrangement for beatbox flute was completed in October of 2011 and was 

performed at FSU’s annual Prism concerts.
3
  Since that time I have had the opportunity to 

complete several other beatbox flute arrangements and to teach the technique to a large number 

of students. The purpose of this treatise is to examine works featuring beatbox flute, and to help 

provide an educational reference tool for future performers and pedagogues.  

 The first chapter discusses the use of percussive inspired onomatopoeic vocables in world 

music as a precursor to vocal beatboxing; the history, influences, and current popularity of vocal 

                                                           
 1 Humanbeatbox.com. “Home Page,” accessed March 15, 2014. 

https://www.humanbeatbox.com/forum/content.php. 

 2 Barlow, Shaun. “Beatbox Flute: An Historical Account, Performance Manual and Notational Guide,” 

MM diss., University of Sydney, 2011. 22. 

 3 A video recording of one of the initial performances is available at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSnfud6cDBY. 
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beatboxing; its application to the flute; and influential beatbox flute performers. The second 

chapter is a survey of current notated works for beatbox flute. Chapter three attempts to give an 

exact phonetic description of all beatbox flute effects, following the format established by the 

International Phonetic Agency (IPA). Due to the lack of a standardized notation, chapter four 

examines the distinct practices taken by different composers when notating beatbox flute effects. 

Flute beatboxing offers many possible pedagogical uses; chapter five covers potential 

applications, including tone production, rhythmic stability, support, and body awareness. The 

polyphonic nature of beatboxing also lends itself to music of an earlier time and can be used to 

show the polyphonic intricacies of Baroque and Classical era music. Its use in the flute choir 

setting can help provide an interest in the ensemble among students and the general public. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

VOCAL BEATBOXING AND ITS TRANSFERANCE TO FLUTE 

 

Non-Lexical Vocables in World and Jazz Music 

 The use of non-lexical vocables for percussive effects is present in several different forms 

of vocal music and enjoys a long history in many different cultures. Traditional Gaelic folk tunes 

use a process called lilting (or didling), in which consonants (typically d, r, b and l) are 

combined with differing vowel sounds to create and imitate rhythmic patterns found in 

instrumental music.
4
 The created words have no intrinsic meanings; examples of potential 

phrases might include “diddly-dye” or “dary do,” which correspond to the rhythmic values 

shown in Example 1.
5
 

 

 
Ex. 1: Example of Celtic Lilting 

 

 

Other cultural traditions, such as North Indian Tabla drumming use vocal syllables, in a language 

called bols, when teaching rhythmic patterns.
6
 The patterns are grouped in 12 beat cycles, called 

chautala, and use onomatopoeic vocables meant to symbolize the rhythms produced (Table 1).
7
 

 

Table 1: Vocable Tabla Drum Pattern
8

 
                                                           
 4 Williams, Sean. Focus: Irish Traditional Music, New York: Routlage, 2010. 210-211. 

 5 Ibid. 

 6 Atherton, Michael. “Rhythm-Speak: Mnemonic, Language Play or Song?” The Inaugural International 

Conference on Music Communication Science. 5-7 (December 2007), Sydney. 17. 

 7 Ibid. 
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Additional examples of the use of vocal emulation of percussive effects include changgo drum 

notation, used in Korean samul nori, and the Cuban conga traditions of tumbao and guaufanco.
9
 

 American jazz and scat singing have also sought to imitate differing instruments with 

non-lexical vocables. Although wind instruments are the primary source of imitation in scat 

singing, bop era performers like Sarah Vaughan sought to imitate drum effects through different 

plosive and fricative combinations.
10

 Examples include fricative “sh” effects in imitation of 

brushed snare drums and the back of the mouth vowel “ah” for bass drums.
11

 

 A marked difference in contemporary beatbox technique from these other traditions is the 

desire to suppress the linguistic cues that would identify the source of the sound as a human 

voice, rather than a drum track.
12

 Another important distinction in beatbox technique is the 

widespread use of inhaled effects, something not seen in many other musical cultures.
13

 

 

Development of Vocal Beatboxing 

 The term “beatbox” is taken from the large box-shaped electronic drum machines that 

became popular in 1980s hip-hop music. These early drum machines were used primarily for 

studio recordings; due to the expensive nature of machines, human beatboxing developed as a 

cost effective alternative. The first commercially available drum machines appeared in the late 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
 8 Ibid. 

 9 Proctor, Michael, Erik Bresch, Dani Byrd, Krishna  Nayak, and Shrikanth Narayanan. “Paralinguistic 

Mechanisms of Production in Human Beatboxing: A Real-Time Magnetic resonance Imaging Study.” Acoustical 

Society of America. 43.70 (2013). 1043. 

 10 Stewart, Milton L. “Stylistic Environment and the Scat Singing Styles of Ella Fitzgerald and Sarah 

Vaughan”. Jazzforschung/Jazz Research 19: 61–76. (1987). 69. 

 11 Ibid. 

 12 Stowell, Dan and Mark D, Plumbley. “Characteristics of the Beatbox Vocal Style.” Technical Report 

C4DM-TR-08-01. Center for Digital Music Department of Electronic Engineering, Queen Mary, University of 

London. February 19, 2008. Pg. 2. 

 13 Ibid. 
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1950s for use by organists.
14

 It was not until the adaption of sampled drum sounds in the 

early1980s that Hip-hop performers began to use the machines.
15

 Popular “beat boxes” included 

the Roland Company’s TR-808 (released in 1980) and TR-909 (released in 1983). The 

distinctive nature and popularity of the sounds produced by these machines is apparent in the 

standard human beatbox effects that are still named after them (808 Kick, 808 Snare, 909 

Snare).
16

 Early human beatbox pioneers included Doug E. Fresh and Darren Robinson;
17

 who 

sought to imitate and replicate these drum effects and started a new genre of vocal tradition.
18

  

 The popularity of beatboxing in recent years has waned and is now mostly confined to 

the A Cappela genre, and may in part be due to the relative inexpensive nature of synthetic drum 

machines. Conversely, the complexity of beatbox performance has increased since its inception 

in the early 1980s. Early performers typically had approximately ten effects that would directly 

imitate only the percussive sounds produced by the drum machine; current performers can have 

upwards of 30 percussive effects and are able to produce bass and vocal lines simultaneously.
19

 

 

Beatboxing and its Transference to Flute 

 It is unknown when beatboxing was first transferred to the flute, though it seems to have 

occurred sometime in the early 2000s. Many of the articulatory and extended techniques 

involved in beatbox flute performance have been used by composers for decades. Examples 

include the “ch” articulations, key-slaps, flutter tonguing, spit tonguing, and audible breathing in 

                                                           
 14 Wang, Oliver. “Gimme The Beat (Box): The Journey of the Drum Machine.” NPR, January 17, 2014, 

accessed February 5, 2014. http://www.npr.org/blogs/therecord/2014/01/17/ 263071563/gimme-the-beat-box-the-

journey-of-the-drum-machine. 

 15 Ibid.  

 16 Humanbeatbox.com. “Home Page.” 

 17 Procter, et al. “Paralinguistic mechanisms of production…” pg. 1043 

 18 Stowell and Plumbley. “Characteristics of the beatbox vocal style.” 1. 

 19 Humanbeatbox.com. “Home Page.” 
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the performances of Juthro Tull’s front man, Ian Anderson.
20

 Popular British composer and 

flutist, Ian Clark, commonly adapts different rhythmic articulatory effects in an attempt to 

imitate the sounds of a drum set (Ex. 2).
21

  

 

 
Ex. 2: Ian Clarke, Zoom Tube, meas. 43-44 

 

Although the example above does contain a rhythmic and articulatory component similar to 

beatboxing, Ian Clarke’s compositions never seek to imitate the sound of the bass drum, an 

important difference between the two.
22

 Thomas Howell’s Avant Garde Flute, published in 1974, 

foreshadows many of the effect possibilities utilized by beatboxing flutists, noting that because 

the flutist does not have to contend with reeds or anything within the oral cavity, the number of 

different articulations is far greater than on other wind instruments.
23

 Howell gives as an 

example of some of the articulation possibilities available to the flutist (t, T, d, h, p, and k), but 

states that any unvoiced explosive, silibant or fricative consonant (except nasals) can be used to 

initiate a flute attack or be combined with a consonant plosive.
24

 Table 2 shows Thomas 

Howell’s descriptions of the above articulation possibilities and their relation to common 

beatbox flute effects (discussed further in chapters three and four). 

 

 

                                                           
 20 Barlow, Shaun. “Beatbox Flute: An Historical Account…” 17. 

 21 Ibid. 20. 

 22 Ibid. 22. Barlow interview with Ian Clarke. 

 23 Howell, Thomas. The Avant-Garde Flute. Berkley and Los Angeles California: University of California 

Press, 1974. 24. 

 24 Ibid. 25. 
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Table 2: Thomas Howell’s Flute Articulation Possibilities and Beatbox Flute Similarities
25

 

 

 

Flute Beatboxing Pioneers: Tim Barsky 

 It is currently unknown who the first flute beatboxer was, but Tim Barsky is the earliest 

documented example of a performer adopting the techniques used in vocal beatboxing to the 

traditional Boehm flute. The earliest recorded video of Tim Barsky performing beatbox flute was 

uploaded to YouTube on March 9, 2006; the video is self-titled and claims to have been recorded 

in January of 2001.
26

 Although this recording date cannot be confirmed, there is documentary 

evidence of Tim Barsky beatboxing on the flute as early as 2004. The San Francisco Jewish 

Weekly article entitled ‘The Bright River’ fuses mouth magic and hip-hop shtick by Jay 

                                                           
 25 Howell, Thomas. The Avant-Garde Flute. 24. 

 26 Barsky, Tim. “Tim Barsky Flute Beatbox Jan. 2001,” YouTube, May 9, 2006, accessed October 15, 2013. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FujgZyCn31k&feature=youtube_gdata_ player. 

Howell Notation Howell Description Similar Beatbox Effect

t
The normal attack syllable for the middle and upper octaves. 

It is usually too plosive to use below G1.

"Closed T Hi-hat," "Open 

T Hi-hat"

T

The tip of the tongue is placed backward toward the soft 

palate; this gives a very forceful attack in the middle and 

upper ranges.

"D Bass Drum"

d

Strictly speaking, this is a voiced t; however, in woodwind 

playing this denotes a softer t used in low register work and 

in quasi-legato playing.

"Closed T Hi-hat," "Open 

T Hi-hat"

h

Breath attack that is used often in playing. No difficulty 

should be experienced except in the very highest range. The 

tone begins very smoothly without audible attack. Rapid 

successions of h attacks are cumbersome to play but can be 

facilitated by a switch to the guttural impetus which sounds 

similar in rapid attacks.

"Breathy"

p
This consonant is very useful for initiating high pitches softly, 

clearly, and noiselessly.

"Classic Kick," "Classic 

Snare," "Meshed Snare," 

and "Classic Inward 

Snare"

k

This is normally  used in alteration with t or d in double- and 

triple-tonguing but may be used by itself. Its attack is 

somewhat less clear than t.

"K Rimshot, Inward 808 

Rimshot, Open K Hi-hat, 

Closed K Hi-hat" 
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Schwartz, published on December 10, 2004, describes Tim Barsky’s fusion of beatbox 

techniques and the flute: 

Barsky and Kid Beyond (aka Andrew Chaikin) are about as good 

as is gets for beatboxing. The catch is that Barsky doesn't just do 

this with his mouth: He also does it with the flute, making 

absolutely unique jazzy music.
27

 

 

Barsky's 'Bright River' flows to beat of beatbox by Chad Jones published on December 23, 2004, 

further confirms Barsky’s use of beatboxing and the flute. 
28

  

 Tim Barsky was a beatboxer first and he used the flute as a way to expand his expressive 

capabilities. He is the co-founder of the San Francisco-based beatboxing organization, The Vowel 

Movement.
29

 A graduate of Brown University with a degree in Islamic and Judaic religious 

studies, his main artistic output has revolved around avant garde stage works in which he 

typically performs beatbox flute.  

 

Flute Beatboxing Pioneers: Greg Pattillo 

 Greg Pattillo is a New York-based performer and arguably the most popular beatbox 

flutist. He attended the Cleveland Institute of Music where he received a bachelor and masters 

degree in flute performance under the tutelage of Joshua Smith.
30

 After college he was 

unsuccessful at winning a job as an orchestral musician and turned to busking, first on the street 

corners of San Francisco and eventually the subway tunnels of New York City. He did this as a 

way to continue performing, while making money.
31

 He began including beatboxing in his 

                                                           
 27 Schwartz, Jay. “'The Bright River' fuses mouth magic and hip-hop shtick” The Jewish News Weekly of 

Northern California, December 10, 2004, accessed October 15, 2013. http://www.jweekly.com/ article/full/24541/-

the-bright-river-fuses-mouth-magic-and-hip-hop-shtick/. 

 28 Jones, Chad. “Barsky's 'Bright River' Flows to Beat of Beatbox,” Inside the Bay Area, December 

 23, 2004, accessed October 15, 2013. http://www.insidebayarea.com/searchresults/ ci_2496478. 

 29 Everyday Theater. “Bios,” accessed October 14, 2013. http://www.everydaytheatre.org/bios.html. 

 30 Pattillo, Greg. “Beatbox Flute - Greg Pattillo,” Flute Focus, November 1, 2009, accessed October 14, 

2013. http://www.flutefocus.com/162-beatbox-flute-greg-pattillo.html. 

 31 Ibid. 
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busking performances and they became increasingly more lucrative. In his 2009 autobiographical 

article in Flute Talk, Greg Pattillo freely admits to not being the first flute performer that 

included beatboxing, but interestingly his source of inspiration does not come from another 

flutist, but from a trombone player. 

Although there were most certainly others before me combining 

beats and rhythmic elements with the flute (actually, a chance 

encounter with beatboxing on the trombone opened up the 

possibility to my ears)…
32

 

 

His earliest YouTube videos are examples of the type of music he would typically perform while 

busking and were recorded in an effort to increase his visibility as an artist. The first uploaded 

video was a beatbox flute arrangement of the theme music to the popular video game Super 

Mario Brothers, uploaded on December 18, 2006. His second video, Inspector Gadget Remix, 

was featured on YouTube’s homepage and generated over a million views within a week, 

launching Greg Pattillo and beatbox flute into the public consciousness.
33

 Since that time, Greg 

Pattillo has uploaded to YouTube over 80 different videos featuring beatbox flute, both of solo 

performances and performances with his chamber ensemble Project Trio.
34

 

   

                                                           
 32 Ibid. 

 33 Barlow. Beatbox Flute: An Historical Account, Performance Manual and Notational Guide. 1. 

 34 Freedomworks films. “Project Trio Video Library.” YouTube, accessed March 18, 2014. 

http://www.youtube.com/user/freedomworksfilms/videos?flow=grid&sort=da&view=0. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

SURVEY OF NOTATED BEATBOX FLUTE WORKS 

 

Introduction 

 Beatbox flute is very much an improvisatory art form, but since 2010 a small number of 

notated compositions have become available. Although it is plausible that of the hundreds of 

recordings of beatbox flutists currently uploaded to YouTube, many of these compositions were 

notated in some form prior to being recorded. There are, however, very few numbers of 

compositions available to the greater public. The current notated repertoire includes works by 

Greg Pattillo, Randall Woolf, Dirko Juchem, Andrea La Rose, Tilmann Denhard, and the author. 

 

Works by Randall Woolf 

 The earliest work to be composed and notated for beatbox flute is Randall Woolf’s Native 

Tongues. Written for beatbox flute soloist and string orchestra, it was premiered by Greg Pattillo 

and the University of North Carolina Symphony Orchestra on May 21, 2010. Commissioned in 

partnership between the University of North Carolina and the Kenan Institute for the Arts as part 

of the 2009-2010 LINKS projects, it is dedicated to Greg Pattillo and Ransom Wilson (the 

conductor of the premiere performance). Native Tongues is the only concerto for beatbox flute 

and is available as a free download on the composer’s website.
35

 

 

Works by Greg Pattillo 

 Greg Pattillo’s compositions comprise the majority of the notated beatbox flute repertoire 

and were among the first available to the public. His works include Three Beats for Beatbox 

                                                           
 35 Woolf. “Randall Woolf Composer.” http://www.randallwoolf.com/index.html. 
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Flute, Four Etudes for Beatbox Flute, Inspector Gadget Remix (unpublished), and Project Trio 

Book 1 (written in conjunction with Eric Stephenson and Peter Seymour).   

 Three Beats for Beatbox Flute, the earliest of Greg Pattillo’s notated works, was written 

in the winter of 2009-2010 for the 2011 National Flute Association’s High School Young Artist 

Competition.
 36

 Composed in three movements for solo flute, each movement centers around a 

differing rhythmic pattern or “beat;” it was designed as a vehicle to bridge the gap between 

traditionally western flute and human beatboxing.
37

 All beatbox rhythms are notated by the 

composer and no improvisation is required on the part of the performer. The piece is available 

for purchase through Greg Pattillo’s website. 

 Four Etudes for Beatbox Flute, published in 2013, is a collection of four transcriptions of 

popular YouTube videos by Greg Pattillo. The four movements, Hotel Crazyness, Sunday Riffin, 

Piano/Flute/Beatbox, Badiniere - J.S. Bach Beatbox Flute, are varied in their compositional 

approaches and were transcribed in an effort to facilitate the learning of beatboxing on the 

flute.
38

 The first movement, Hotel Crazyness, was uploaded to YouTube on December 11, 2008 

and is an original composition by Greg Pattillo. It features driving rhythms and a syncopated 

rhythmic structure; harmonically the composition takes its influences from jazz idioms and 

strongly features pentatonic melodies with “blue notes” added.
39

 The second movement, Sunday 

Riffin for solo flute, was uploaded to YouTube on March 1, 2009 and is an original composition 

by Greg Pattillo. The movement is centered on the vocal beatboxing aspects of the art form and 

features the flute in an almost secondary function. Movement three, Piano/Flute/Beatbox 

uploaded to YouTube on November 30, 2009, is again an original composition. The third 

                                                           
 36 Pattillo. metadata “1st Beat from ‘Three Beats for Beatbox Flute’ by Greg Pattillo” 

 37 Ibid. 

 38 Pattillo. Four Etudes for Beatbox Flute. Performance Notes 

 39 Clendinning and Marvin. “A Musicians Guide to Theory and Analysis.” 588. 
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movement’s difficulties center around the performer’s need to beatbox on the flute while 

simultaneously playing piano with the right hand. The final movement of the work, Badiniere - 

J.S. Bach Beatbox Flute for solo flute, uploaded on October 17, 2008, is a beatbox arrangement 

of the Badiniere movement from J.S. Bach's Orchestral Suite no. 2, BWV. 1067.  

 Inspector Gadget Remix is an unpublished composition originally offered as a one day 

direct download for Greg Pattillo’s Facebook fans, currently available for download on the 

website Scribd.
40

 The work is a transcription of his most popular YouTube video
41

 and is based 

on the theme song from the popular children’s cartoon Inspector Gadget and the movie Beverly 

Hills Cop. Uploaded to YouTube on January 19, 2007, it is an example of the type of piece that 

Greg Pattillo would perform in the subway tunnels of New York.  

 Project Trio: Book 1 is a collection of chamber music pieces composed or arranged by 

the group Project Trio. The members of the ensemble include Greg Pattillo (flute), Eric 

Stephenson (cello), and Peter Seymour (double bass). The five pieces included in Project Trio: 

Book 1 are taken from the ensemble’s four studio albums Winter in June (2007), Brooklyn 

(2009), Project Trio (2010), and Random Roads Collection (2012). The first composition in the 

book is tiled Cherry Blossoms and was released on the 2012 album Random Roads Collection.  

An original composition by Project Trio, it does not feature any beatbox flute or other extended 

techniques. The piece entitled Fast is the second composition featured in the book and is taken 

from the 2010 self-titled album Project Trio. As the name of the piece suggests, it is an up-tempo 

composition heavily featuring beatbox sound effects. The next composition, an arrangement 

titled The Nutcracker, is taken from the Overture, Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairies, and Trepak 

movements of Peter Tchaikovsky’s famous ballet Nutcracker. The composition is featured on 

                                                           
 40 http://www.scribd.com/doc/124271716/I-G-R-Greg-Pattillo-Beatbox-Flute-Sheet-Music. 

 41 Over 28 million views as of February 9, 2014 
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Project Trio’s second album Brooklyn, released in 2009. Random Roads Suite is a four 

movement composition (The Puzzle, Adagio, Devine, Pelea de Gallo) featured on the group’s 

first album Winter in June; the second movement, adagio, is also on the album Random Roads 

Collection (2012). Only the first movement, The Puzzle, features any beatbox sound effects and 

interestingly is the only example of Greg Pattillo’s use of a one staff approach to notating the 

effects (Ex. 3).  

 

 
Ex. 3: Project Trio, Random Roads Suite, I. The Puzzle, meas. 81 

 

The final composition in Project Trio: Book 1 is the work Winter in June, the title track from the 

ensemble’s first album. Although the notated score for Winter in June does not feature any 

percussive flute writing, Greg Pattillo’s performance of the work on their album does take 

advantage of the “ch” articulation practices. 

 

Works by Christopher Kuhns 

 My own arrangements for flute choir are the earliest to feature beatboxing techniques in 

this setting. Michael Jackson’s Smooth Criminal was arranged in 2011 for the Florida State 

University Flute Choir’s performance at the annual Prism festival concerts and is the earliest 

known adaptation of beatboxing in the flute choir repertoire. The piece is scored for piccolo, four 

c-flutes, alto and bass flute. Flute four is the only part to contain beatboxing, an intentional 

decision based on the number of performers in the ensemble able to beatbox. No other parts in 
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the composition contain any extended techniques.
42

 Gotye’s Somebody I Used to Know was 

arranged for the 2012 FSU Flute Choir’s Prism performance. The work features the same 

instrumentation, but flutes one through three also contain extended techniques (“ts” hi-hat effects 

and “ch” articulations). The arrangement of Snow (Hey Oh) by the Red Hot Chili Peppers was 

completed for the 2013 FSU Prism performances. Scored for piccolo, six c-flutes, alto and bass 

flute, all of the parts contain some extended techniques (“ts” hi-hat effects and “ch” articulations) 

and flute five is the only part that contains beatboxing. Joseph Bodin de Boismortier’s Solo Suite 

no. 5, mov. 4 for solo beatbox flute and Camille Saint-Saëns Danse Bacchanale from the opera 

Samson et Dalila for beatbox flute choir were both arranged for (and are included in) this 

document. Danse Bacchanale, scored for piccolo, five c-flutes, two alto-flutes and one bass flute, 

received its premiere performance at the 2014 Florida State University Flute Choir Day. 

 

Method Books 

 Andrea La Rose’s A Fluteboxing Workbook, Dirko Juchem’s Modern Flute Concept, and 

Tilmann Denhard’s The New Flute are the only method books currently available on the subject 

of beatboxing on the flute. LaRose’s text is a collection of 184 different rhythmic patterns for 

beatboxers based on Rock rhythmic patterns that are systematically varied.
43

 The text includes a 

brief introduction on the different techniques used in the document and the instruments they are 

meant to imitate, but not on how to actually perform them. There are no pitched notations, only 

the beatbox rhythmic patterns (Ex. 4) and the performer is advised to practice the exercises on a 

single note at first and then to progress to scales and improvised melodic ideas as they become 

more comfortable with the rhythms.   

                                                           
 42 A recording of the work is available here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qn19KmiTBZE. 

 43 La Rose. A Fluteboxing workbook. Preface. 
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Ex. 4: LaRose, A Fluteboxing Workbook, Pattern 169, pg. 106 

 

 Dirko Juchem’s method book, Modern Flute Concept, is geared towards the jazz flutist 

that wants to incorporate beatboxing into their playing. The text includes original beatbox 

compositions and the incorporation of beatboxing to standard melodies. It includes descriptions 

of the different effects and advice on when to incorporate them in an improvisatory setting. It is 

however, currently only available in German.  

 The newest of these method books, The New Flute by Tilmann Denhard, was published 

in 2013. The text serves as an introduction to many different contemporary techniques including 

multiphonics, whistle tones, quarter tones, and beatboxing; and includes German and English 

language descriptions of all of the topics. In addition to introductory materials about the history 

of beatboxing and its current popularity, Denhard describes how to incorporate the effects into 

everyday playing through the use of “groove modules,” short exercises that feature different 

beatbox rhythms. The book also includes an accompaniment DVD, with demonstration videos on 

the performance of each of the effects. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

BEATBOX FLUTE EFFECTS 

 

Introduction 

 This chapter describes the effects used in the current notated repertoire for beatbox flute. 

The International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) notational system was adopted by the author, as it 

offers a precise and exact description for producing standard beatbox effects. It relies on a series 

of symbols developed by the International Phonetic Agency to provide a universally agreed on 

system of notation for the sounds of languages.
44

 The IPA is able to show any consonant and 

vowel organization in any language and is so precise that it is able to differentiate between 

different dialects.
45

 In addition to the IPA descriptions, airstream direction, consonant and 

fricative locations, plus applicable vowel shapes are included in prose form. Appendix B 

contains a listening of all recorded effects to accompany figures in this chapter. 

 There has been substantial work dedicated to the phonetic aspects of standard vocal 

beatbox production;
46

 a reference to any variation between flute and standard vocal effects will 

be examined whenever they occur. All effects used by the beatbox flutist are voiceless, but it is 

also possible to combine a voiced component.
47

 The vowel shapes included in the IPA 

descriptions are taken from Michael Proctor, Erik Bresch, Dani Byrd, Kirshna Nayek and 

Shirkanth Narayanen’s article Paralinguistic mechanisms of production in human beatboxing: A 

real-time magnetic resonance imaging study, examination of recorded instructional videos by 

Greg Pattillo and other beatboxers, and the author’s own experience. Additional variant vowel 

                                                           
 44 The International Phonetic Association. Handbook of the International Phonetic Association. Foreword. 

 45 Ibid. pg. 41 

 46 For example Procter, et al. “Paralinguistic mechanisms of production in human beatboxing.” 

 47 Pattillo. Three Beats for Beatbox Flute. Self published, 2011. Movement 2. 
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shapes are possible and allow for a wide variety of different egressive effects.
48

 A copy of the 

International Phonetic Alphabet is included in Appendix C.
 
 In addition to the IPA descriptions, 

performance advice is offered for each effect.  

 The name of each effect is taken from Standard Beatbox Notation, but this is not a 

universally accepted descriptor. The effects described below are the ones currently appearing in 

the notated beatbox flute repertoire and are organized by the percussive instrument that they 

most closely imitate.  

 

Kick/Bass Drum Effects 

 The most common effect in the beatbox flute repertoire is the “Classic Kick” effect. The 

effect has two main variations: both begin as glottically egressive bilabial affricate ejectives but 

one also includes a pulmonic aspiration burst (Fig. 1). 

 

                    
a) Glottically Egressive Bilabial Affricate Ejective 

 
b) Glottically Egressive Bilabial Affricate Ejective with Pulmonic Aspiration Burst 

Fig. 1: IPA Representation of “Classic Kick” Beatbox Effect 

 

 

Although both effects are possible for the vocal beatboxer, they will typically use the first 

effect,
49

 unlike the flute beatboxer who is also required to excite the tube of the flute in order to 

produce a pitch. Additionally, different vowel shapes are possible and useful in allowing the flute 

to respond in different ranges. There is no differentiation of vowel shape or pulmonic aspiration 

                                                           
 48 Egressive is a phonetical term describing the outward motion of the airstream from the body; ingressive 

is the inward motion of the airstream. They each can have three sub-variants: lingual (produced with the mouth), 

glottalic (from the glottis), or pulmonic (from the lungs). All traditional flute sounds can be described as 

pulmonically egressive, as air is exhaled from the lungs to produce a sound. 

 49 Procter, et al. “Paralinguistic mechanisms of production in human beatboxing.” IPA chart. 1044. 

[p'I̥]

[pʰI̥]
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bursts within the notational practices of vocal and flute beatboxers. When producing the effect it 

is useful for the performer to think of the letter p in the words pat or clasp. The lips will begin 

closed; air pressure is built up behind them, until it is released in one quick and violent motion. 

 The other bass drum effects used are variations of the “Classic Kick” effect and differ in 

the initial plosive used. The “Punchy Kick” initial plosive attack is labio-dental as opposed to 

bilabial. Like the “Classic Kick,” the vowel shapes can be varied by the needs of the performer, 

as well as the use of a pulmonic aspiration burst (Fig. 2).  

 

                    
Glottically Egressive Labio-dental Affricate Ejective 

 
Glottically Egressive Labio-dental Affricate Ejective with Pulmonic Aspiration Burst 

Fig. 2: IPA Representation of “Punchy Kick” Beatbox Effect 

 

When performing the “Punchy Kick” it is helpful to think of the letter f in the words fat or feet. 

Like the “Classic Kick,” the lips will begin closed with the lower lip in contact with the bottom 

of the upper teeth; air pressure is built up and is released in one sudden motion. 

 The “Dry Kick” and the “G Bass Kick” differ from the preceding effects in that they 

begin with a tongue induced plosive. The “Dry Kick” begins with an alveolar consonant and the 

“G Bass Kick” a velar consonant. Due to the initial tongue location, the vowel shapes produced 

with the effects tend to be constant; the “Dry Kick” is close-mid/central and the “G Bass Kick” 

open-mid/back (Fig. 3 and 4).
50

   

 

                                                           
 50 See vowel placement, IPA alphabet chart Appendix A 

[p͡f'ʌ̥]

[p͡fʰʌ̥]
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Pulmonic Egressive Dorsal Affricate Ejective 

Fig. 3: IPA Representation of “Dry Kick” Beatbox Effect 

                    
Pulmonic Egressive Velar Affricate Ejective 

Fig. 4: IPA Representation of “G Bass Kick” Beatbox Effect 

 

When performing the “Dry Kick” it is helpful to think of a strongly accented letter t (as in the 

words team or tie). Keeping the mouth open and the jaw lowered will aid in producing a lower 

pitch. The “G Bass Kick” requires the same jaw and mouth position; the initial attack is 

produced similarly to the k syllable in traditional double tonguing, but the tongue strikes farther 

back in the mouth. Additional bass/kick drum effects are possible, such as the “Synth Kick,” 

“Reverse Classic Kick,” “Reverse Dry Kick,” “Trance Kick,” and “808 Kick,” and they have yet 

to be used in the notated beatbox flute repertoire. 

 

Snare Drum Effects 

 Like bass drum effects, there are many different varieties of snare drum sounds available 

to the vocal beatboxer; however the flute beatboxer typically uses only two subsets, the “Meshed 

Snare” and “Classic Inward Snare.” Both involve the same vowel shape and plosive consonant, 

though the airstream direction and fricative location differ. “Classic Inward Snare,” as the name 

would suggest, is an ingressive effect, while the “Meshed Snare” is egressive (Fig. 5 and 6).  

 

                      
Pulmonic Ingressive Bilabial Affricate Implosive with Prolonged Lateral Velar Fricative 

Fig. 5: IPA Representation of “Classic Inward Snare” Beatbox Effect
51

 

                                                           

 51 The “hooktop P”  used in the IPA description for the “Classic Inward Snare” was discontinued in 

1993 but is described as a voiceless bilabial implosive. Handbook of the International Phonetic Association. Pg. 178 

[tʰɵ̥]

[kʰʌ̥]

[   ʟː]
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Pulmonic Egressive Bilabial Affricate Plosive with Prolonged Velar Fricative 

Fig. 6: IPA Representation of “Meshed Snare” Beatbox Effect 

 

When performing the “Classic Inward Snare,” first begin with the lips closed and the tip of the 

tongue touching the back of the upper front teeth. Create negative air pressure in the mouth by 

breathing in, then quickly open the lips and allow the air to pass around the sides of the tongue 

and create a fricative “white noise” effect. The “Meshed Snare” is produced like the “Classic 

Kick,” but the tongue creates a “white noise” at the end of the effect. When producing this 

fricative sound it is helpful to think of the letters sh in the word she. The “Classic Inward Snare” 

is particularly useful for the beatbox flutist as it allows the performer a chance to breathe without 

breaking a rhythmic pattern.  

 

Rim Shot Effects 

 Like the snare drum effects listed above, the rim shot effects also contain two varieties 

that differ only in the airstream direction; the “K Rimshot” effect is egressive and the “Inward 

808 rimshot” is ingressive (Fig. 7 and 8 ).  

 

                      
Velar Affricate Aspirated Plosive with Prolonged Velar Fricative 

Fig. 7: IPA Representation of “K Rimshot” Beatbox Effect 

                     
Pulmonic Ingressive Velar Affricate Implosive with Prolonged Velar Fricative 

Fig. 8: IPA Representation of “Inward 808 Rimshot” Beatbox Effect
52

 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
 

 52 The “hooktop k”  used in the IPA description for the “Inward 808 Snare” was discontinued in 1993 

but is described as a voiceless velar implosive. Handbook of the International Phonetic Association. Pg. 178 

 

[pʃʰː]

[kʰɣ̥ː]

[   ɣ̥ː]
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When performing the “K Rimshot” it is helpful to think of an aggressive exhale beginning with 

the letter k as in the word kit. The “Inward 808 Rimshot” begins with the same consonant but is 

accompanied by an inhaled breath. In both effects airs passes around the tongue producing a 

fricative “white noise.”  The “Inward 808 Snare,” named after the Roland TR-808 drum 

machine, is one of the most difficult effects for the beatbox flutist to perform, as it is easy to 

choke on saliva while executing. 

 

Hi-hat Effects 

 The hi-hat effects typically used differ in their airstream direction, consonant location, 

and the use of an ending fricative.  The “Open T Hi-hat” and the “Closed T Hi-hat” are both 

egressive effects and begin with lingual dental plosives, but differ in their use of an ending 

sibilant (Fig. 9 and 10).  

 

                      
Alveolar Aspirated Plosive Affricate with Prolonged Sibilant 

Fig. 9: IPA Representation of “Open T Hi-hat” Beatbox Effect 
 

                     
Extra-short Lingual Egressive Alveolar Affricate  

Fig. 10: IPA Representation of “Closed T Hi-hat” Beatbox Effect 

 

 

Both effects can be produced as lingual egressive effects as well as pulmonic, since vocal and 

flute beatbox notation does not differentiate between this. When performing the “Closed and 

Open T Hi-hat” effects begin with an exaggerated single tonguing articulation. The “Open T Hi-

hat” will also include the sibilant letters ss (as in the word hiss) after the initial attack. The 

“Closed K Hi-hat” is produced in the same manner as the “K Rimshot” effect (Fig. 7), but does 

[t͡ sʰː]

[t̆']
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not include the aspiration burst or the extended fricative (Fig. 11). This effect most closely 

resembles the k syllable in traditional double tonguing. 

 

                     
Extra-short Lingual Egressive Velar Affricate  

Fig. 11: IPA Representation of “Closed K Hi-hat” Beatbox Effect 

 

 

The “Inward Closed T Hi-hat” is an ingressive effect, both pulmonic and lingual, and can include 

a fricative (Fig. 12).  

                    
Lingual Voiceless Alveolar Implosive 

 
Pulmonic Ingressive Alveolar Implosive with Prolonged Sibilant

53
 

 
Lingual Voiceless Alveolar Implosive with Sibilant 

Fig. 12: IPA Representations of “Inward Closed T Hi-hat” Beatbox Effect 

 

To produce, begin with a traditional t flute articulation but create an inward motion of the 

airstream. High-hat effects are typically seen in groups of two, alternating between closed and 

open hi-hat varieties and most closely imitate traditional flute double tonguing.  

 

 

                                                           

 53 The “hooktop t”  used in the IPA description for the “Inward Closed T Hi-hat” was discontinued in 

1993 but is described as a voiceless dental or alveolar implosive. Handbook of the International Phonetic 

Association. Pg. 178. 

 

[k̆']

[     ]

[    θː]

[    θ]
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Cymbal and other Instrumental Effects 

 Current beatbox flute repertoire does not contain many examples of cymbal crashes. The 

closest example is the effect called “Breathy.” Meant to imitate the sound of a brushed cymbal 

without the initial consonant, it is similar to a non-articulated breath attack on the flute with a 

diffused tone or “Aeolian tone” (Fig. 13).
54

  

 

                     
Aspirated Glottal Consonant  

Fig. 13: IPA Representation of “Breathy” Beatbox Effect 

 

 

Another effect that can imitate a cymbal crash if a large enough fricative is added to the sound is 

the “Sh and Ch” articulation.
55

 It is however, most commonly produced in shorter durational 

values and closely relates to the “Egg Shaker” effect (Fig. 14).  

 

 
“Sh” Labialized Alveolar Plosive with Prolonged Alveolo-Palatal Fricative 

 
“Ch” Labialized Prolonged Alveolo-Palatal Fricative 

Fig. 14: IPA Representations of “Egg Shaker” Beatbox Effect 

  

To produce the “Sh and Ch” articulations, it is helpful to think of the same letters in the words 

she and chill. Both “Sh and Ch” are accompanied by an aggressive exhale and it is useful to 

“bare” the teeth to exaggerate the fricative nature of the effects.  Many additional effects are 

possible on the flute, including all of those listed in Chapter Four; Table 3 contains a listing and 

IPA description of currently notated effects. 

                                                           
 54 Pattillo, Greg. “How to Practice the Bass Drum Kick Articulation (Beatbox Style with a Flute) by Greg 

Pattillo.” YouTube, accessed January 20, 2014. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DtTOefl67XY. 

 55 Pattillo, Greg. Four Etudes for Beatbox Flute. Self published, 2013. Performance Notes. 

[hʰ]

[ʃːʷ]

[t͡ ʃːʷ]
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Table 3: IPA Description of Notated Beatbox Flute Effects 

 
 

 

 

Effect Category Common Name IPA Description

Bass/Kick "Classic Kick" [p'I̥] [pʰI̥]

"Punchy Kick" [p͡f'ʌ̥] [p͡fʰʌ̥]

"Dry Kick" [t'ɵ̥] [tʰɵ̥]

"G Bass Kick" [k'ʌ̥] [kʰʌ̥]

Rimshot "K Rimshot" [kʰɣ̥ː]

"Inward 808 rimshot" [   ɣ̥ː]

Snare "Meshed Snare" [pʃʰː]

"Classic Inward Snare" [   ʟː]

Hi-hat "Open T Hi-hat" [t͡ s'] [t͡ sʰː]

"Closed T Hi-hat" [t̆']

"Closed K Hi-hat" [k̆']

"Inward Closed T Hi-hat" [     ] [    θː] [    θ]

Cymbal "Breathy" [hʰ]

Other Instruments "Egg Shaker" [ʃːʷ] [t͡ ʃːʷ]
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CHAPTER FOUR 

NOTATIONAL PRACTICES 

 

Introduction 

 Like many other extended techniques, beatbox compositions have no standard system for 

notating the effects in music. The notational procedures examined below share some basic 

similarities and each of the effects are typically described with a phonetical short-hand.  Small 

one- to three-letter consonant groupings are used that mirror the intended sound of the effect. 

Each composer’s system varies on their notation of similar effects and how those effects are 

represented in music. Figure 26 at the conclusion of the chapter contains a comparison of all 

composer/arranger effect notations. 

 

Standard Beatbox Notation 

 Standard Beatbox Notation (SBN), developed by beatboxers Gavin Tyte and Mark 

Splinter, is an informal notational system preferred by many beatboxers as a way to remember 

material and effects groupings.
56

 It was designed as an easy and standard way to represent the 

human beatbox sounds using only standard English keyboard characters (as opposed to an IPA 

symbol approach).
57

 The shape of the letter in SBN is meant to convey the effect desired, for 

example, long vertical lines indicate hard, non-vocalized plosive sounds. Examples include the 

“Thud” or “Classic Kick” indicated by the letter b, the “Reverse Kick” by the letter d, and the “K 

Rimshot” by the letter k.
58

 Letters with horizontal lines are meant to indicate more continuous 

                                                           
 56 Tyte, Gavin. “Standard Beatbox Notation.” Humanbeatbox.com, January 30, 2005, accessed January 20, 

2014. https://www.humanbeatbox.com/forum/content.php?370-Standard-Beatbox-Notation/view/1. 

 57 Ibid. 

 58Ibid. Page 3. https://www.humanbeatbox.com/forum/content.php?370-Standard-Beatbox-

Notation/view/3. 
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and fricative sounds, such as the letter f used in describing the end of the “Non-clapped Snare” 

effect, or the s and h in the different cymbal/hi-hat effects. Voiced effects are represented by 

vowels or “nasal” letters (e.g., a, n, m, u, and o), however the pitch is not notated and is left up 

to the discretion of the performer. Inhaled effects are preceded by a caret ^, for example the 

“Inward 808 Rimshot” (^k), or “Inward Closed Hi-hat” (^t). Plosive and fricative sounds are 

often combined to signify different variations of effects; pf indicates the “No-meshed Snare” 

effect, tss the “Open T Hi-hat” effect, or psh the “Meshed Snare” effect.  

 

Table 4: SBN Effects
59

 

 
 

 

 

                                                           
 59Common names of effects taken from, Proctor et. al, Paralinguistic mechanisms… pg.1044 and 

Humanbeatbox.com “Learn to Beatbox,” https://www.humanbeatbox.com/forum/content.php?14-learn&tabid=75. 

Effect Category Common Name SBN

Bass/Kick "Classic Kick" b

"Punchy Kick" bf

"808 Kick" ng

"Dry Kick" d

"Synth Kick Drums" bm or bng

"Reverse Classic Kick" wb

"Reverse Dry Kick" vd

"Trance Kick" .

"G Bass Kick" g 

"Kick Roll" b d

Rimshot "K Rimshot" k

"Inward 808 Rimshot" ^k

Snare "Classic Snare" p

"No-meshed Snare" pf

"Meshed Snare" ps or psh

"Brushed Snare" thb
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Table 4: Continued 

 
 

The effects are organized into repeated sections, called “grooves.” Each groove is a unique 

sequence of beatbox sounds and is separated from the next groove by square brackets [ ]. The 

time signature of a groove will vary from composition to composition and is not notated (Ex. 5).  

 

Effect Category Common Name SBN

Snare Varient bk

Snare "909 Snare" ngsh or eesh

"Reverse Snare/Hat" sp or st

"Cough Snare" e

"808 Snare" tch or 8

"Classic Inward Snare" ^ph or ^psh

"Inward Hollow snare" ^ish

"Inward Hand clap" or "Inward 606 Snare" ^cl

"Inward K Snare" ^kh or ^kl

"Inward Combo Snare" ^pk

Hi-hat "Open T Hi-hat" ts or tss

"Closed T Hi-hat" t 

"Open K Hi-hat" kss

"Closed K Hi-hat" k

"Fast Hi-hats" t k

"Inward Closed T Hi-hat" ^t

"Reverse Open Hi-hat" ^shd or ^shb

Cymbal "Brushed Cymbal" th

"Breathy" h

"T Crash" tsh

"K Crash" ksh

"Splash Cymbal" ^psh or ^pfh

Other Instruments "Egg Shaker" ch sh

"Sharp Shaker" s k 
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[ b t t t ] 
Ex. 5: Example of SBN Groove 

 

Individual beats within a groove are separated by a slash / (Ex. 6).  

[ b / t ] 

[ b t / t t ] 

[ b t t t / b t t t ] 

Ex. 6: Examples of Two Beat Grooves in SBN  

 

There is no structure for notating the exact rhythmic subdivision of beats in SBN, a chief concern 

in conveying grooves from performer to performer. The only notation of subdivision of beats 

occurs with rests and triplets. Rests are notated as an underscore _ and triplets are conveyed by a 

series of three effects grouped together without spaces (Ex. 7 and 8). 

 

[ b _ / psh _ / b b / psh _ ] 

Ex. 7: SBN Four Beat Groove with Rests 

 

 

[ b tkt / psh b / tkt b / psh tkt ] 

Ex. 8: SBN Four Beat Groove with Triplets 

 

Anna Meredith 

 Anna Meredith, in her work Concerto for Beatboxer and Orchestra, improves on the 

system developed by Tyte and Splinter by incorporating SBN with traditional music notation. 

Specific rhythms are shown with stemmed flags on a single-lined percussion staff and the 

different effect types to be performed replace traditional note heads (Ex. 9). 
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Ex. 9: Adaptation of SBN to Traditional Notation 

Meredith, Concerto for Beatboxer and Orchestra, meas. 236 

 

Pitched vocal effects are represented on a five-lined staff with narrative descriptions and 

phonetic translations (Ex. 10). 

 

 
 

Ex. 10: Pitched Beatbox Effects 

Meredith, Concerto for Beatboxer and Orchestra, meas. 25-27 

 

The effect descriptors used by Meredith correspond to those used by Tyte and Splinter in SBN 

with a few minor variants (Table 5). 

 

Table 5: Notated Beatbox Effects, Meredith, Concerto for Beatboxer and Orchestra 

 

Effect Category Meredith Common Name

Bass/Kick bs "Classic Kick"

d and df "Dry Kick"

uhr and ur "Trance Kick"

Rimshot k "K Rimshot"

Snare p "Classic Snare"

pf "No-meshed Snare"

ng "909 Snare"

st "Reverse Snare/Hat"

^kl "Inward K Snare"

Hi-hat ts "Open T Hi-hat"

t and ta "Closed T Hi-hat"

ti ki "Fast Hi-hats"

Other Instruments chi shi "Egg Shaker"
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Randall Woolf 

 The notational system used by Randall Woolf in his 2010 composition Native Tongues is 

one of his own designs. Several of the effects correspond to SBN, but most are Woolf’s own 

phonetic representations of the desired effects. Main differences between the two are Woolf’s 

use of capital letters and vowel sounds, both reserved for pitched effects in SBN (Table 6). 

 

Table 6: Notated Beatbox Effects, Woolf, Native Tongues 

 
 

 

The flute and beatbox parts are separated in Woolf’s score and both appear on traditional five-

lined staves with the flute part above the beatboxing part. The beatbox part contains traditional 

note heads with the desired effect notated below the staff (Ex. 11). 

 

 
 

Ex. 11: Flute and Beatbox Notation, Woolf, Native Tongues, meas. 130-131 

Effect Category Woolf Common Name

Bass/Kick B or Bu "Classic Kick"

Du or d "Dry Kick"

Ee, Ah or Uh "Trance Kick"

Gu "G Bass Kick"

Rimshot RS "K Rimshot"

Hi-hat Ts or Ti "Open T Hi-hat"

Kih and Kuh "Closed K Hi-hat"

Other Instruments Sh "Egg Shaker"

B Ts "Bass Snare Variant"
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Greg Pattillo 

 The notational system employed by Greg Pattillo is the most detailed of the currently 

noted flute works. He uses a phonetic system of effects very similar to that of SBN and 

differentiates between exhaled and inhaled effects by the use of the check mark above the 

descriptor (Table 7). Included in each composition is a detailed “how-to” guide on the 

performance of the different effects. 

 

Table 7: Notated Beatbox Effects, Pattillo, Collected Works 

 
 

 

Like Woolf’s Native Tongues, Pattillo uses a two-stave approach and separates the flute part 

from the beatbox part. The beatbox part is represented on a lineless staff, with the effects 

appearing over flagged rhythmic values (Ex. 12). 

 

Effect Category Pattillo Common Name

Bass/Kick B "Classic Kick"

F "Punchy Kick"

D "Dry Kick"

G "G Bass Kick"

Rimshot K "K Rimshot"

✓                                     

 K "Inward 808 rimshot"

Snare Ps and Psh "Meshed Snare"

✓                                     

 Ps "Classic Inward Snare"

Hi-hat ts "Open T Hi-hat"

t "Closed T Hi-hat"

k "Closed K Hi-hat"

✓    ✓                 ✓        

 t, (ts), and  ts "Inward Closed T Hi-hat"

Cymbal h "Breathy"

Other Instruments Sh and ch "Egg Shaker"
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Ex. 12: Flute and Beatbox Notation, Pattillo, Inspector Gadget Remix, meas. 10 

 

Unlike Meredith’s Concerto for Beatboxer and Orchestra, when notating vocalized lines, Pattillo 

chooses to represent voiced pitches on a separate staff as opposed to altering the beatbox staff to 

a traditional five-lined one (Ex. 13).  

 

 
Ex. 13 Flute, Beatbox and Vocal Notation, Pattillo, Three Beats for Beatbox Flute, meas. 67 

 

Dirko Juchem 

 Dirko Juchem’s book Modern Flute Concept adapts the notation of Greg Pattillo to the 

German language. Greg Pattillo’s influence is readily apparent in the mnemonic device Juchem 

introduces the effects with. Greg Pattillo has used the phrase “Boots and Cats” as a way to learn 

a basic bass/hi-hat/rimshot groove [ B / ts / K / ts ], where each consonant in the phrase 
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corresponds to a different beatboxing effect.
60

 Juchem adapts this mnemonic idea to the German 

language with the phrase “Böse Katze,” or evil cat.
61

 The effects used in Juchem’s compositions 

are variants of the effects associated with this phrase (Table 8). 

 

Table 8: Notated Beatbox Effects, Juchem, Modern Flute Concept 

 
 

Juchem uses a one staff approach when notating the effects, listing them as song lyrics directly 

under the notated flute part; the inclusion of effects only when a flute tone is present allows for 

him to adopt the approach (Ex. 14). 

 

 
Ex. 14: Flute and Beatbox Notation, Juchem, Modern Flute Concept, pg. 135 

 

 

Tilmann Denhard 

 The New Flute by Tillmann Denhard, like The Modern Flute Concept, adapts the 

mnemonic device for remembering beatbox effects used by Greg Pattillo, to the German 

language. Unlike Juchem, Denhard decides to use a phase with no intrinsic meaning as a way to 

                                                           
 60 Pattillo, Greg. “Beatbox Flute 101 - A lesson with Greg Pattillo,” YouTube, accessed October 15, 2013. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEqhJy5ODAg&feature=youtube_gdata_player. 

 61 Juchem, Dirko. Modern Flute Concept. Mainz: Schott, 2011. 128. 

Effect Category Juchem Common Name

Bass/Kick B "Classic Kick"

Rimshot C and K "K Rimshot"

Hi-hat Tzzz "Open T Hi-hat"

Ts, Tz and Z "Closed T Hi-hat"
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remember and notate the effects, “Put-ze-kat-ze” or “Poo-tsy-ca-tsy.”
62

 Denhard’s effect 

notations are similar to Greg Pattillo’s and SBN, and include the caret ^ as a way to notate 

inhaled effects. Something unique to Denhard’s book, among the other flute beatbox works, is 

the inclusion of common names for each of the different beatbox effects (Table 9). 

 

Table 9: Notated Beatbox Effects, Denhard, The New Flute 

 

 

When notating the effects in music, Denhard applies the same one-lined staff approach used by 

Dirko Juchem (Ex. 15). 

 

 

Ex. 15: Flute and Beatbox Notation, Denhard, The New Flute, pg. 36 

 

Andrea La Rose 

 Andrea La Rose’s 2011 text, A Fluteboxing Workbook, is also based primarily around 

Greg Pattillo’s mnemonic “Boots and Cats.” La Rose’s notation is the same as Pattillo’s except 

that he opts to use the “Cyrillic friendly” letter ц to replace ts (Table 10).
63

 

 

                                                           
 62 Denhard, Tilman. The New Flute. Vienna: Universal Edition. 2013. 24. 

 63 La Rose, A Fluteboxing Workbook, pg. 2 

Effect Category Common Name Denhard Description Denhard

Bass/Kick "Classic Kick" Bass Drum P'

Rimshot "K Rimshot" Snare Drum K'

"Inward 808 rimshot" Tongue Clop ^Tcl

Snare "Meshed Snare" Phat Snare Ps'

"Classic Inward Snare" Inward Snare ^Ps'

Hi-hat "Open T Hi-hat" Subtle snare and Brush Snare Ts' and Ts'sss

"Closed T Hi-hat" Hi-hat T'

"Inward Closed T Hi-hat" Inward Hi-hat ^T'
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Table 10: Notated Beatbox Effects, La Rose, A Fluteboxing Workbook 

 

 

La Rose also uses Pattillo’s two-stave approach when notating the flute and beatbox parts, but as 

the main goal of the text is to practice beatbox rhythms, individual flute pitches are not specified 

(Ex. 16). 

 

 
Ex. 16: LaRose, A Fluteboxing Workbook, Pattern 169, pg. 106 

 

Christopher Kuhns 

 The author’s own beatbox flute choir arrangements use most of the notational procedures 

set forth by Greg Pattillo. The effect descriptors are identical to Pattillo’s, however the number 

of effects is considerably less and was determined based upon the abilities of the ensemble 

(Table 11).  

 

 

 

 

Effect Category SBN Common Name

Bass/Kick b "Classic Kick"

Rimshot k "K Rimshot"

Hi-hat ts or ц "Open T Hi-hat"

t "Closed T Hi-hat"
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Table 11: Notated Beatbox Effects, Kuhns, Collected Works 

 
 

 

In the arrangements Smooth Criminal, Dance Bacchanale and Somebody I Used to Know, the 

author adopted the two-stave approach of Pattillo and others; however in Somebody I Used to 

Know, repeated syllables in rhythmic patterns were not continuously written out (Ex. 17).  

 

 
Ex. 17: Flute and Beatbox Notation 

Goyte, Somebody I Used to Know arr. Kuhns, Fl. 4, meas. 19-22 

 

In the arrangement Snow (Hey Oh) the author uses a one-staff approach to notating the beatbox 

part, as all of the effects in this arrangement occur at the same time as a flute pitch is performed 

(Ex. 18).   

 

Effect Category Kuhns Common Name

Bass/Kick B "Classic Kick"

Rimshot K "K Rimshot"

Snare Ps and Psh "Meshed Snare"

✓                                  

Ps "Classic Inward Snare"

Hi-hat ts "Open T Hi-hat"

t "Closed T Hi-hat"

k "Closed K Hi-hat"

Other Instruments Sh and ch "Egg Shaker"
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Ex. 18: Flute and Beatbox Notation 

Red Hot Chili Peppers, Snow (Hey Oh) arr. Kuhns, Fl. 5, meas. 6-8 

 

Table 12: Listing of Current Notated Beatbox Effects by Composer/Arranger 

 

  

Effect Category Common Name SBN Meredith Woolf Pattillo Juchem Denhard La Rose Kuhns

Bass/Kick "Classic Kick" b bs B and Bu B B P' b B

"Punchy Kick" bf F

"808 Kick" ng

"Dry Kick" d d and df Du and d D

"Synth Kick Drums" bm or bng

"Reverse Classic Kick" wb

"Reverse Dry Kick" vd

"Trance Kick" . uhr and ur Ee, Ah and Uh

"G Bass Kick" g Gu G

"Kick Roll" b d d

Rimshot "K Rimshot" k k RS K C and K K' k K

"Inward 808 Rimshot" ^k
✓                             

K ^Tcl

Snare "Classic Snare" p p

"No-meshed Snare" pf pf

"Meshed Snare" ps or psh Ps and Psh Ps' Ps

"Brushed Snare" thb

Effect Category Common Name SBN

Snare Varient bk

Snare "909 Snare" ngsh or eesh ng

"Reverse Snare/Hat" sp or st st

"Cough Snare" e

"808 Snare" tch or 8

"Classic Inward Snare" ^ph or ^psh
✓                             

Ps ^Ps'

"Inward Hollow snare" ^ish

"Inward Hand clap" or "Inward 606 Snare" ^cl

"Inward K Snare" ^kh or ^kl ^kl

"Inward Combo Snare" ^pk

Hi-hat "Open T Hi-hat" ts or tss ts Ts ts Tzzz Ts' and Ts'sss ts or ц ts

"Closed T Hi-hat" t t and ta t Ts, Tz and Z T' t t 

"Open K Hi-hat" kss

"Closed K Hi-hat" k Kih and Kuh k k

"Fast Hi-hats" t k ti ki

"Inward Closed T Hi-hat" ^t
✓    ✓            ✓     

t, (ts), and  ts ^T'

"Reverse Open Hi-hat" ^shd or ^shb

Cymbal "Brushed Cymbal" th

"Breathy" h h

"T Crash" tsh

"K Crash" ksh

"Splash Cymbal" ^psh or ^pfh

Other Instruments "Egg Shaker" ch sh chi shi Sh Sh and ch Sh and ch

"Sharp Shaker" s k 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

POTENTIAL PEDAGOGICAL APPLICATIONS  

 

Introduction 

Pedagogy is the art (and science) of teaching. Effective teachers 

use an array of teaching strategies because there is no single, 

universal approach that suits all situations. Different strategies 

(are) used in different combinations with different groups of 

students to improve their learning outcomes.
64

  

 

 Beatboxing can be used in a variety of different pedagogical situations. It can increase 

kinesthetic awareness and the multi-tasking requirements, increase mental concentration, and 

focus. The percussive aspects and repetitive nature can help rhythmic stability and as a 

solmization system it is a fun and engaging experience. When the different effect types are 

applied to music of an earlier time, it can be used to exaggerate important concepts, such as 

compound melodies or show metric hierarchy. Its use in the flute choir setting, especially in 

conjunction with modern popular song arrangements, can provide an inclusive and cross-genre 

connection for audience members that might typically not be enthusiastic about the ensemble.  

 

Introducing Beatbox Flute Effects 

 When introducing the different effects types, Pattillo, Juchem, Denhard and La Rose all 

use the mnemonic phrase “Boots and Cats.” The effects represented here are the “Classic Kick,” 

“K Rimshot,” and the “Open T Hi-hat.” These three effects work well as a starting point as it 

allows for an immediately recognizable pattern. The “Classic Kick” effect does provide a 

challenge for many beginning performers as there are no commonly used flute techniques that 

                                                           
 64 Bhowmik, Monoranjan, Bharati Banerjee and Jayasri Banerjee. “Role of Pedagogy in Effective 

Teaching,” Basic Research Journal of Education Research and Review, Vol. 2 (1) January 2013. 1. 
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use the same lip induced plosive attack. Except in the case of Denhard, there is no continuity in 

learning the remaining effects and they are learned only when they are encountered. The 

following ordering attempts to present the effects in a “spiraled” fashion and each effect is built 

off of some aspect of a previous one. 

 

Hi-hat and Rimshot Effects 

 Traditional flute double tonguing can serve as an excellent vehicle for teaching many of 

the different beatbox effects, as most are initiated by either the front or the back of the tongue. 

The most readily adapted effects are the “Closed T Hi-hat” and “Closed K Hi-hat” as they can be 

viewed as an exaggerated form of double tonguing. The “Closed T Hi-hat” can be varied by 

adding ss (as in the word hiss) to the end of the effect, creating the “Open T Hi-hat.” When 

creating the “Inward Open or Closed T Hi-hat” the tongue position is the same as the “Closed or 

Open T Hi-hat,” but the airstream direction is reversed. The “Closed K Hi-hat” can be 

transformed into the “K Rimshot” effect by adding a strong exhaled air pulse to the effect. The 

“Inward 808 rimshot” uses the same tongue location and initial attack of the “K Rimshot,” but 

the performer inhales instead of exhaling.  

 

Bass/Kick Drum Effects 

 Although the “Dry Kick” and “G Bass Kick” are used far less frequently then the 

“Classic Kick” bass drum effect, it is useful to introduce them first as they more closely relate to 

the flute double tonguing model. The “Dry Kick” effect, like the “Closed T Hi-hat,” is initiated 

with a front of the tongue stroke however the location the tongue strikes the roof of the mouth is 

farther back. The jaw should be dropped to help produce a deeper, more resonant sound. The “G 

Bass Kick” uses the same jaw position as the “Dry Kick,” but the back of the tongue is used to 
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initiate the attack. The “G Bass Kick” sounds very weak on its own so it is typically paired with 

the “G Bass Kick.”  

 The “Classic Kick” effect is a lip induced plosive effect; as such it does not fall neatly 

into the double tonguing model. The student should be instructed to maintain the same vowel and 

jaw position of the “G Bass Kick,” close the lips and force air pressure to build up behind them, 

to execute pronounce the letter p (as in the word pat).  The “Punchy Kick” can be produced as a 

variation of the “Classic Kick,” the difference is that the bottom lip is also in contact with the 

bottom of the front teeth.  

 

Snare Drum Effects 

 The meshed snare is another variation of the “Classic Kick;” the initial lip plosive 

remains consistent, but the jaw will be raised and the effect concludes with the sh (as in the word 

she) fricative. The “Classic Inward Snare” effect also involves a lip induced initial attack and a 

fricative, but the air direction and tongue locations differ. Begin with the lips closed and the tip 

of the tongue in contact with the back of the upper front teeth. Attempt to inhale while 

maintaining the seal formed by the lips. The lips should separate suddenly and air will travel 

around the sides of the tongue into the lungs creating a fricative noise. 

 

Other Instrument Effects 

 The remaining effects, “Breathy” and “Egg Shaker,” can best be described as varied 

forms of articulations as opposed to instrumental imitations. “Breathy” is an air induced attack 

that does not include any articulations. The “Egg Shaker” effect is similar to “Breathy,” but the 

tongue is located higher in the mouth to create a more fricative sound. Both the “Breathy” and 

“Egg Shaker” effects are more audible if the teeth are bared when performing.  
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Applied Lessons: Kinesthetic Awareness 

Lip Position 

 The lip, tongue, vowel, and airstream combinations required to produce the large variety 

of beatbox flute effects, by necessity, require a greater kinesthetic awareness. A comparison of 

similar effects can serve to highlight specific body parts and their relationship with each other. 

For example, the “Classic Kick” and “Punchy Kick” effects both use the same airstream 

directions, tongue locations, and vowel shapes; they differ only in their initial lip induced 

plosive.
65

 The awareness and movement of the lip position can be transferred to traditional flute 

playing and the role of the lips in guiding the airstream. The different tongue locations and vowel 

shapes used when producing the “Classic and Punchy Kick” effects influence the register of the 

plosive produced pitch and can serve as a highly audible difference when introducing the topic of 

vowel induced tone colors.  

 

Double Tonguing 

 The egressive open/closed hi-hat effects can be used concurrently with the introduction of 

double tonguing; particularly useful in demonstrating different tongue strokes is the comparison 

of the “Open T Hi-hat” effect and the duration of the sibilant with “t” and “d” front of the tongue 

strokes. The location of the tongue inside of the mouth is very important in producing an 

effective fricative in the “No Meshed Snare” and “Classic Inward Snare” effects, helping the 

student gain a greater awareness of the movement of the tongue in the mouth.   

 

Breathing 

 The ingressive effects used in the beatbox flute repertoire are helpful in teaching 

breathing techniques. All ingressive beatbox effects have a fricative component to them that 

                                                           
 65 Bilabial “Classic Kick” and Labio-Dental “Punchy Kick” 
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makes it more difficult to breathe deeply when performing; an open throat and a rapid breath are 

a necessity. Additionally, the need to plan out when the effect is to be executed helps when 

deciding breath locations in traditional flute music. The egressive pushes associated with the “K 

Rimshot” are similar to tongue-less “air attacks” used to help develop support and can be used as 

a different way to approach this common pedagogical tool. Table 13 contains a listing of all 

currently notated beatbox flute effects and their possible pedagogical applications. 

 

Table 13: Potential Pedagogical Applications for Standard Beatbox Flute Effects 

 

 

Applied Lessons: Compound Melodies 

 Composer’s use of compound melodies can be exaggerated by the incorporation of 

beatbox techniques. Delineation between two or more vocal melodies can be clearly seen if one 

of the voices includes beatbox effects or if each voice uses a different type of beatbox effect. For 

example, in a two voice texture, one voice could use only bass drum effects, while the other only 

snare drum (Ex. 19). 

Effect Category Common Name IPA Description Pattillo Potential Pedagogical Applications

Bass/Kick "Classic Kick" [p'I̥] [pʰI̥] B Support, Lip Awarness, Vowel Shapes, Tounge Position, Jaw Position

"Punchy Kick" [p͡f'ʌ̥] [p͡fʰʌ̥] F Support, Lip Awarness, Vowel Shapes, Tounge Position, Jaw Position

"Dry Kick" [t'ɵ̥] [tʰɵ̥] D Tounging, Jaw Position, Support

"G Bass Kick" [k'ʌ̥] [kʰʌ̥] G Double Tounging, Jaw Position, Support

Rimshot "K Rimshot" [kʰɣ̥ː] K Double Tounging, Support

"Inward 808 rimshot" [   ɣ̥ː] ✓                                     

K Double Tounging, Breathing

Snare "Meshed Snare" [pʃʰː] Ps and Psh Support, Lip Awarness, Tounge Position

"Classic Inward Snare" [   ʟː] ✓                                     

Ps Breathing, Lip Awarness, Tounge Position

Hi-hat "Open T Hi-hat" [t͡ s'] [t͡ sʰː] ts Double Tounging

"Closed T Hi-hat" [t̆'] t Double Tounging

"Closed K Hi-hat" [k̆'] k Double Tounging

"Inward Closed T Hi-hat" [     ] [    θː] [    θ]   ✓      ✓              ✓        

  t, (ts), and ts Double Tounging, Breathing

Cymbal "Breathy" [hʰ] h Support

Other Instruments "Egg Shaker" [ʃːʷ] [t͡ ʃːʷ] Sh and ch Support, Tounge Position 
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Ex. 19: Highlighted Compound Melody with Bass and Snare Drum Beatbox Effects  

Boismortier, Solo Suite No. 5 in B Minor, Mov. IV  

 

 

It is possible for every note of a compound melody to be ornamented with some sort of beatbox 

effect; by reducing the number of effects per line and highlighting only initial register changes or 

strong metric beats a muddled and overly complicated performance can be avoided (Ex. 20). 

 

 
Ex. 20: Highlighted Compound Melody with Reduced Beatbox Effects  

Boismortier, Solo Suite No. 5 in B Minor, Mov. IV  

 

 

Beatbox Solmization Systems 

 The imitation of percussive and rhythmic patterns is the main purpose of beatboxing, so 

its use in teaching rhythms is readily apparent. Possible applications can be its use as a rhythmic 

solmization system, like those developed by Zoltán Kodály (Kodály method) or Richard 

Hoffman (Takadimi method).
66

  A possible durational based system (like the Kodály Method) 

can be seen in examples 21 and 22. 

 

                                                           
 66 Ottman, Robert and Nancy Rogers. Music for Sight Singing, 8th ed. Upper Saddle River, New Jersey: 

Pearson Education Inc. 2010. 413-415 
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B   K   ts  

Ex. 21: Possible Simple Meter Durational Beatbox Solmization System 

 

 
Ex. 22: Example of Durational Beatbox Solmization System 

 

 

In many beatbox patterns there is a metrical hierarchy that is observed, allowing for a potential 

solmization system like that used in the Takadimi method (Ex. 20 and 21). 

 

 
            B    B       K      B   ts    K    ts 

 

Ex. 23: Possible Simple Meter Hierarchical Beatbox Solmization System 

 

 

 
Ex. 24: Example of a Hierarchical Beatbox Solmization System 

 

 

Though the widespread implication of beatbox inspired solmization systems is highly unlikely, it 

does allow for an interesting and engaging way for a student to practice rhythmic patterns. 
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Beatbox Flute Melodies and Metric Hierarchy 

 When embellishing or composing a melody for beatbox flute an initial decision must be 

made: should the part be rhythmically or melodically based? If the part is rhythmically inspired, 

it will imitate a drum set and will typically contain more beatbox effects with less melodic 

motion. In the following example the beatboxing part takes priority and the flute pitches only 

serve to provide a background harmony (Ex. 25). 

 
Ex. 25: Rhythmically Inspired Beatbox Flute 

Pattillo, Inspector Gadget Remix, meas. 42-45 

 

A melodically inspired part will typically feature the flute line first and contain limited 

beatboxing (Ex. 26). 

 

 
Ex. 26: Melodically Inspired Beatbox Flute 

Pattillo, Inspector Gadget Remix, meas. 85-87 

 

 

 Most contemporary beatbox performances follow a specific set of basic guidelines when 

choosing effects locations.  Typically, the strongest metric beats will receive effects from the 

kick/bass drum category.  
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Ex. 27: Bass Drum Effects on Strong Metric Beats 

 

Weaker beats will commonly receive snare or rimshot effects (Ex. 27) and Hi-hat effects will 

typically appear off the beat or as a kind of rhythmic filler (Ex. 28). 

 

 
Ex. 28: Addition of Snare/Rimshot Effects on Weaker Metric Beats 

 

 

 
Ex. 29: Addition of Hi-hat Effects on Weaker Metric Beats 

 

 

Linking effects together can provide diversification and a sense of improvisation, but the above 

principles are in effect. 
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Ex. 30: Linking of Effects into Metric Hierarchical Pattern 

Pattillo, Four Etudes for Beatbox Flute, mov. 4. Meas. 31-33 

 

 

Flute Choir: Arrangements 

 The use of beatboxing arrangements for flute choir allows for a greater diversification of 

sounds from a normally homogeneous ensemble. It is particularly useful in generating interest in 

an ensemble that is usually seen as uninteresting. The use of repeated four-beat patterns in 

beatboxing lends itself particularly well to contemporary music arrangements and helps with 

accessibility to non-classically trained musicians and can serve as a useful recruiting tool. 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 Precursors to what is now conventionally called beatboxing have existed for many years 

and within many cultures. Gaelic lilting, Indian bols, Korean changgo, Cuban tumao and 

American scat singing all sought to imitate rhythmic and percussive effects vocally. In the 

1980s, vocal beatboxing broke away from earlier traditions by its deliberate attempt to imitate 

the percussive rhythms of electronic drum machines. Percussive inspired flute effects have 

existed in the music of Ian Clarke and other composers/performers for many decades; beatbox 

flute has built off of this tradition by incorporating effects from vocal beatboxing. Early 

performers, (e.g., Tim Barsky and Greg Pattillo) capitalized on these new effect possibilities to 

expand the expressive limits of the instrument.  

 Due to the improvisatory nature of beatbox flute, the amount of repertoire available to 

would-be beatbox flute performers is still rather limited. Compositions that do feature the 

technique can have a variety of different guiding notational principles, but typically use a short 

consonant grouping to describe the effect desired. The increase in notated repertoire has allowed 

for a greater dissemination of the technique to potential performers. 

 There are a number of different potential applications for beatbox flute including body 

awareness, rhythmic solmization, and compound melodies, in addition to providing interest in 

the flute choir ensemble. The popularity of the technique among younger students also helps to 

serve as a motivating principle to aid in practicing and to cultivate a general interest in the flute 

itself.  

 My own experience teaching beatbox flute to others has allowed for an immediate 

connection to students who might otherwise be unengaged. Performing compositions that include 

the technique generates great interest from musicians and non-musicians alike, leading to greater 

interaction between the performer and the audience. Since learning how to beatbox on the flute, I 
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have regularly used it as a practice tool, as it provides me with an opportunity to experience the 

music of all genres from a different viewpoint and with a more physical connection.  My beatbox 

arrangements for flute choir have generated positive remarks from audience members and I 

believe it has allowed for both musicians and non-musicians alike to be more involved in the 

entire performance experience in new ways.  The future of beatboxing on the flute is uncertain, 

but its cross-cultural appeal will open many young flute players’ minds to the flute and music in 

general. I hope that this treatise will help contribute to the understanding of beatbox flute and 

increase the popularity of it in the musical consciousness. It makes me happy to see the students 

and audiences interest in this very new way of making music: beatbox flute. 
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APPENDIX A 

INTERNATIONAL PHOENETIC ALPHABET 

Table 14: IPA Chart, http://www.langsci.ucl.ac.uk/ipa/ipachart.html, available under a Creative 

Commons Attribution-Sharealike 3.0 Unported License. Copyright © 2005 International 

Phonetic Association. 
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APPENDIX B 

RECORDED EFFECTS 

          
Fig. 1  “Classic Kick” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 2  “Punchy Kick” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 3  “Dry Kick” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 4  “G Bass Kick” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 5  “Classic Inward Snare” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 6  “Meshed Snare” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 7  “K Rimshot” Beatbox Effect 

  

Fig. 8  “Inward 808 Rimshot” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 9  “Open T Hi-hat” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 10  “Closed T Hi-hat” Beatbox Effect 

  

Fig. 11  “Closed K Hi-hat” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 12  “Inward Closed T Hi-hat” Beatbox Effect 

 

Fig. 13  “Breathy” Beatbox Effect 

  

Fig. 14  “Egg Shaker” Beatbox Effect 

 

Ex. 5  Example of SBN Groove 

 

Ex. 6  Examples of Two Beat Grooves in SBN 

 

Ex. 7  SBN Four Beat Groove with Rests 

  

Ex. 8  SBN Four Beat Groove with Triplets  
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APPENDIX C 

NEW ARRANGEMENTS FOR BEATBOX FLUTE 
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